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Builder:
Assemble a Very
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“

Connecting open spaces is a trademark of Rosbeck’s design and building team. Vaulted ceilings which echo the gambrel
roof-line, borrowed light, half-walls and columns all combine with airy foyers to create a sense of unity in the entire
home. Small spaces appear grand, large spaces feel intimate. From the vantage point of the kitchen, the view across
and through the living room tempts the eye to ramble into the dining area and further. Random, wide-plank pine
flooring throughout unifies and warms the rooms. Painted, floor-to-ceiling wainscotting on selected walls delivers a
cozy beach cottage feel to even the most formal spaces.
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The oval port window (above) lends a nautical theme
and brings the far water vistas inside. Rosbeck continued
the oval window theme in all the structures
throughout the compound.
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he best thing about this job is I
get to talk to my father
everyday,” says Peter Rosbeck, Jr.
32, who began his apprenticeship
when he was just old enough to
pick an Estwing hammer. “Probably
about nine,” he laughs.
Rosbeck the younger has
roofed, shingled, insulated, framed,
finished, painted, sanded and
scuttled under crawl spaces every
summer since his father came to
Island. He’s usually the guy
sweeping up shavings on a Friday
night before a client comes for the
Peter
first week-end in a new Rosbeck
Rosbeck, Jr.
home. A Boston College degree in
economics in 1991 well qualified
Peter Jr. to assume the day-to-day running of the
construction side of the home-building company
his father founded. “Nowadays, I build the
houses, he builds the ideas,” says Peter, Jr.
cruising past a collection of signature Rosbeck
homes at Deep Bottom Pond.
continued on next page
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A gull’s eye view shows it all: The unified gambrel roof-lines lend an easy sweep from this aerial vantage point. The
owner’s first renovated and occupied what is now the guest house (far right) while Rosbeck rebuilt the existing
Cape-style main house. A pergola connects the main house to a three-bay garage and carriage house. Antique brick
walkways accent the greenery and landscaping created by Donaroma’s. The driveway island boasts a natural,
wildflower garden whose theme is continued throughout the perimeter.

Peter Rosbeck Sr. In His Own Words
irst time I stepped foot on
Martha’s Vineyard was with a
young lady named Karen Sullivan. I
came for the day with her and her
father who
was very
protective of
her. When
the ferry
dropped us
off, they
headed for
the beaches
and shops. I
headed for
Tommy
Peter Rosbeck, Sr.
Rabitt’s real
estate office, though I don’t know why.
I was a materials handling engineer
and didn’t know much or ever really
think about real estate. But there I
was. The entire day in Tommy’s office
talking about the Vineyard and real
estate. It was unfair since I didn’t have
any money to buy any property, but I
kept taking up his time. I was
fascinated, and I thought someday I
would like to buy property, or build, I
didn’t know. But I was interested.

F

“I spent so much time with
Tommy that I nearly missed the last
ferry. And there we were, Karen and I,
standing at the dock as it pulled away.
And her father was standing at the
stern, yelling at the top of his lungs.
The Captain backed the boat up, and
we got on. If you had heard this man
yell, you would have backed the boat
up, too. There was no way he was
going to leave me on the Island with
his daughter for the night. He was a
tough man, but took a liking to me. He
always called me the German Kid,
though I was Danish. My father was
an orphan, and said he came from an
island called Vyk Auf Fur, north of
Germany, but south of Denmark. But
here’s the strange thing. This island is
on a similar latitude as Martha’s
Vineyard with the same climate and
means the same thing to Germany as
Martha’s Vineyard means to the United
States. And I end up here! Strange
destiny, but no stranger than the fact
that I ended up marrying Karen
Sullivan, and we had four beautiful
children and a life on this Island I
wouldn’t trade for the world.”

His apprenticeship under a father
with strong ideas was a road with
predictable curves and the occasional
bump. “Let’s say I learned a lot from
him, every single day,” says Peter Jr.
with a good natured smile.

o

◆ ◆ ◆

n a hot summer day some
years ago, Peter Rosbeck
and his architect headed
out of the Old Whaling Church,
pushed along by the scolding voice of a
selectman blaring from the large open
windows. The backlash wasn’t about
one of Mr. Rosbeck’s residential
developments. His plan to help
alleviate the affordable housing crunch
was just snubbed.
“They called me,” says Mr.
Rosbeck. “And said they were
committed to creating affordable
housing, and wanted me to put
something together.” But according to
Rosbeck, his presentation of drawings,
slides, and a detailed explanation was
cut short by objections to the place the
homes would go. “Everybody talks
about affordable housing, but nobody
wants it near them.”
And therein lies the problem, not
continued on next page
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The see-through hearth built by mason Mike Cassiani both warms the officestudy-family room (top) and unifies the space to the rest of the home. French
doors connect to the grand screen porch and out to the mahogany decks. The
television and home-entertainment center adjacent to the fireplace is hidden
behind custom cabinetry. A guest bedroom (above) makes the most of the
water views. Bead-board painted in antique hues, custom cabinets, (left)
Corian countertops, pine-plank flooring and high-tech fixtures (left) join the
traditional with the contemporary.
SUMMER 2001
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In the entry-way powder room
(above) the antique dry-sink fitted
with a vintage basin and stylized
fixtures delivers a 19th century feel
with 21st century function. The
classic paneled, coffered ceiling in
the dining room (far right) adds
elegance to the warmth of randomwidth plank pine flooring. The
traditional arched hearth is framed
by the detailed, custom mantle and
mouldings, all milled on-site, which
have become a Rosbeck
Construction trademark.

The Edgartown Lighthouse was the inspiration behind John “Goldie”
Goldwaith’s staircase post (above) which delighted
the homeowner, a lighthouse enthusiast.
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just in affordable housing, but in the
Island’s image of itself in general,
Rosbeck explains. “It’s selfishness.
Everybody wants his own paradise, but
few want to share it with others.”
On Martha’s Vineyard at least, Peter
Rosbeck’s definition of paradise may be
at odds with some
Islanders’ view.
As Mr. Rosbeck
nears the age of
60, he looks
back on half of
his life as a
developer with a
significant
impact on
Martha’s
Vineyard.
“Developers can “The combination of
high quality work
have a lonely
existence,” he
and creative people
says. “People
make this job
have a very
what it is.”
sharp opinion of
John Goldwaith
a developer,
Finish Carpenter
usually negative.

A developer
brings about
change. And
nobody likes
change. Nobody
“Even though I’ve
likes to talk
owned by own
about it. But I
business and
am who I am. A
accumulated 25
developer. Most
years of experience,
developers leave
I continue to grow
the Island, or
and learn from my
have left already.
association with this
But I’m still
company. “Many
here, with my
parts make the
family, and I
whole,” and we have
think that says
so many great
something.”
people making our
During the
business and our
last
three
product
decades,
Mr.
exceptional.”
Rosbeck has
created 600
Jeff Wass
homes on the
Foreman
Vineyard. “A
roof over the
heads of many families who otherwise
would not have had an opportunity to
have a life on the Vineyard,” he says.
“That’s a warm feeling, and that’s how I
see myself - a person who provides
places for people to live on the Island as
opposed to chopping up land.”
Mr. Rosbeck concedes the builders’
paradox: Development ultimately
creates soaring land prices which leave
many Islanders in tents and tool sheds.
But he also
explains that
some of his early
developments
were
neighborhoods
where more than
three quarters of
the homes were
owned by yearround
Vineyarders.
“We appreciate
Even at Deep
and trust each
Bottom Pond,
other like a
Rosbeck’s
family.”
signature
Justine
development of
Cihanowyz
what some call
“trophy houses,”
about one in four homes is occupied by
a year-round Islander.
Mr. Rosbeck admits that anyone
can be a developer. In fact, he adds, this
is the downfall of most developments.

The harmony of
gambrel rooflines (left) as
seen from the
water make a
rolling silhouette
against a
summer sky.

continued on next page
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The carriage house guest
bathroom (above) is dominated by
an antique reproduction cabinet
and accented by the whimsical
rocking toys. The white beadboard paneling completes the
“beach house” motif.

“You get a license, you take out a loan
or get someone to back you. You buy
some land, get the permits, go through
the approval process, and you’re a
developer,” he says. Vision is not part of
the license application.
In his own view, it’s that vision and
responsibility that a developer takes for
the land and surrounding community
that sets him apart from the ordinary
carpetbagger who buys, builds and bolts
town. Peter Rosbeck lives in the place
he calls work.
Mr. Rosbeck says he’s very keen on
open space and finding the balance

“I went into this
job not knowing
anything about
building. I now
understand not
only much more
about building
houses, but also
race horses,
design, pools, architecture and
interiors. I am constantly learning.
But most of all I’ve learned about
working with a staff where respect
and consideration is the most
important part of the trade.”

The main entrance foyer
(above) is warm and
inviting, the homeowners
kept a remembrance of
days past by utilizing an
antique ceiling lamp from
the original homestead.
The connecting gambrels,
mahogany decking and
master suite balcony
deck (right) unify the
exterior profile of this
magnificent
home.

Ninon Brown
Assistant to Peter Rosbeck, Jr.

between creating a human habitat and
preserving the natural resource. “I
always take a while before I get started,”
he says. “I walk the land, and imagine
people living on it, and their
interaction, not only with each other,
but with the place, the very reason they
will be living here.”
As Mr. Rosbeck develops a vision
for the property, he constructs a
covenant to ensure the property’s
preservation. “Many people don’t have
the time to study how to be good
stewards. I have to be the steward. It’s
my responsibility to lay down the rules
and guidelines for a property’s wellbeing, which ultimately is the owner’s
well-being. I do all I can to advise and
guide owners on being good stewards.”
Although Mr. Rosbeck and his son,
Peter Jr., buy, sell, and develop
individual properties, his passion is for
larger scale residential development. “I
love neighborhoods,” he says. “I love
the dynamic of bringing people together
in a new environment, and finding the
synergy between the humans and
natural amenities. I love standing
amongst an otherwise ugly and useless

The renovated guesthouse kitchen (top)
features reconstructed
cabinets and appliances
softened with customcolored exteriors. The
original wide-plank oak
floors (above) were saved
and refinished. The guesthouse, carriage-house and
main house (left) form a
triad in harmony.

continued on next page
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The red-white-and blue Yankee theme greets the visitor on the upstairs
landing of the carriage house.

“I’ve known Peter Rosbeck for
what seems most of my adult life,
and it often feels like being in the
eye of a raging tornado, not
knowing whether I’ll end up in
Kansas or West Tisbury. Invariably,
though, the dust settles, and I can
say that knowing Peter has
sculpted my life in a
profound way.”
Peter Hoover
Sales Manager,
Rosbeck Realty Corp.
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bunch of scrub oaks and seeing a vista
with a field of grazing horses next to a
beautiful pond.”
And, so Deep Bottom Pond was born.
But not before many declared those
“useless bunch of scrub oaks” a valuable
natural resource worth saving. Across
from the airport, the 230-acre project
met with years of opposition. Mr.
Rosbeck says it was the sheer size of the
proposed development that chilled.
“People couldn’t see the ‘big picture.’
People were too focused on the historical
alternative, which is to have large tracts
VINEYARD
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of land broken down, broken down,
broken down, into small parcels. They
think this is more manageable and easier
to control the impact. But it’s not.”
Mr. Rosbeck says such fragmented
thinking has created the development
problems on the Vineyard. “You focus too
much on the trees, and lose the forest.
You can’t see how to integrate the
development into the fabric of the town.
You end up with roads that don’t make
any sense, mixed architectural designs
that don’t work, and no open space
because the sub-divisions got out of
hand, and you forgot to save open land.”
Mr. Rosbeck speaks of Deep Bottom
Pond with solemn respect and pride. He
is thankful the property did not go to
another developer who may have
otherwise destroyed it. “There are 65acres of open space,” he says. “A
beautiful pond, a barn, and a field with
horses. I like to think that I’ve created a
wonderful vista that people can enjoy as
they drive by.”
The days of neighborhood
developments are over for the Vineyard,
Rosbeck says with disappointment. What
land remains is targeted by conservation
groups and what Mr. Rosbeck refers to as
“Kingdom Buyers.”
“They’re like cholesterol,” he says. “Half
the population is being treated for it.
They have the money to buy what’s left
and build their own kingdom. This land
will never be available for affordable
housing, or for a number of families that
may have otherwise lived on the Island
year-round, and contributed something
to the community. These kinds of
families will be boxed out.”
Mr. Rosbeck’s take on conservation
may offend the purists, but he says it’s
this one-sided perspective that we as a
society must address. “Everyone wants to
preserve the vistas,” he says. “Ironically,
many of the vistas are being lost because
of overgrowth of preserved land.
Conservation must go beyond just
preservation. It must be expanded to
accommodate the growing population
that is going to keep growing whether we
like it or not.” In Peter Rosbeck’s view,
Island conservation groups have met
their charge to preserve Island places. It’s
now time for them to help preserve
Island people.
He recalls a conversation he had
with the late Life photographer Alfred
Eisenstadt. Mr. Rosbeck says that years

Rosbeck’s synergy of design and detail creates a compound in
harmony with itself and surroundings. The guest-house (left) with
its port-window and columned porch reflect the careful attention
to a theme.

ago, he and Eisenstadt were up-Island looking out to sea, talking about
change.
“Mr. Eisenstadt, as I always respectfully called him, couldn’t get over
the power lines that blocked his view of the water. You can understand how
the power lines would upset a photographer like him. Then he took the
picture. A snapshot of a moment that will change at a later time.”
Years later, Mr. Rosbeck explains, those same power lines are coming
down - replaced by new, unobtrusive technology .
“I’m very excited,” he says, “because it shows us where the solution is technology. This is the
answer to a growing
population, not sending them
away to another place where
“The level of
they will find the same issues.
respect and
We must accommodate each
trust afforded to
other by sharing the space,
me while
not by selfishly hoarding it.
working with
Our development problems
the Rosbeck
will come down like the
team defines the
power lines, and we’ll find a
‘daily grind’ as
way to live on the land and
more than just
preserve it at the same time.
a job.”
We may have problems, but
that will change. Just like a
Travis Pachico
snapshot of a moment.”
Carpenter
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